NeSI Training Goals for 2019... (a sample)

- Run more carpentries workshops in 2019 than 2018
- Have more Carpentries Instructors checking-out
- Improve data collection process

- Develop the New Zealand (and Australasian) Training Community
Consistency
regular opportunities for interaction/engagement

- One method for increasing connection.
- Increases trust
- Signals that the community is here to stay, and worthy of time and effort
How is NeSI leveraging consistency?

- Running Monthly hacky hours *online*
- Hosting quarterly Carpentries community calls
- Working towards a national calendar of training events happening in NZ (increase visibility)
So far -- some success / some pain points
will this ultimately help researchers be more connected? --
TBD

Consistency is just one tool...

How do you cultivate or measure connection
in your communities?
Come find me at the NeSI booth to chat more!
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